LONG TERM GOALS

To complete and fully document my long-term ONR studies on the weak-electric sense of sharks and rays, and on the low-frequency acoustic sense of fish in general. My mathematical physics approach has led to several new lines of basic research concerning two major sensory systems. In the years to come, I wish to bring my ONR effort to its full potential and share the results with the Biology, Physics, and Engineering communities.

OBJECTIVES

To publish a monographic text on the electromagnetic and low-frequency acoustic sensory systems of aquatic animals. The text shall introduce the mathematical-physics and sensory-biology prerequisites needed, present my theories and their experimental verification, critically discuss the relevant literature, and spell out future lines of research. This work is supported by ONR Biological Oceanography and Biological Science & Technology.

APPROACH

The research approach consists in applying the exactitude of mathematical physics to sensory systems operating under biologically valid conditions. Weak electric and low-frequency acoustic fields are studied to identify and mathematically define their biologically relevant features. Behavioral and neurophysiological experiments are conducted under conditions ensuring that the results pertain to the normal functioning of the sensory systems.

The monograph addresses sensory biologists with an interest in physics as well as physicists and engineers with an interest in sensory biology. In my opinion, it is highly desirable for biologists to acquire a better physical understanding of the natural stimulus, and for physicists and engineers to acquire a better feel for biological systems. The monograph promotes the interaction between students and professionals of either background.
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WORK COMPLETED

As agreed upon, original theories and new experimental findings must first be published in journal format. The first three articles resulting from the present endeavor have appeared, one as a publicly issued symposium paper, and two as regular journal articles. The manuscripts for two more journal articles are available for inspection and will be submitted soon.

Two of the interactive computer models to be included in the monograph are operational. One allows the user graphically to view the near fields of arbitrary electric and acoustic sources defined in terms of multipole series. The other demonstrates my approach algorithm guiding a predator to its prey using the electric sense or the inertial sense organs of the inner ear.

I have gathered and studied most of the material for the monograph, the journal literature of three centuries and the relevant biology and physics texts. Of the material that I worked through I have prepared abstracts on which the monograph will be based. As the journal versions had priority, writing the monograph will be the task for the coming two years.

RESULTS

The most significant result of the present endeavor is my finding that the common bioelectric fields of prey and the acoustic near fields of moving underwater objects are governed by the same mathematical equation. Thus, the electric sense of sharks and rays, and the inertial sense organs of the inner ear of fish in general may make use of the same salient field features and apply essentially the same approach algorithm.

As for the inertial sense organs of the inner ear, I furthermore discovered an important mode of excitation not yet considered. As acceleration sensors the predator's inertial organs detect not only the familiar temporal changes in the velocity field of the prey, but also the spatial changes in the velocity experienced over time as the predator moves through the field of the prey.

The approach algorithm guiding a predator to its prey, initially developed for the electric sense of sharks and rays, was proven to apply to the inertial sense organs of the inner ear as well, with the important difference that the electric sense relies on the rotation of the electric field with respect to the body axes, whereas the inertial sense may use the rotation of either or both the acceleration field and the spatial derivative of the prey's velocity field.
IMPACT

The results of my work are highly relevant to several Navy issues: (1) the electric and low-frequency acoustic detectability of submarines and other underwater vehicles, even when moving stealthily at a constant velocity with the engines shut off, (2) the method to be utilized for guided missiles seeking sources of galvanic and steady velocity fields, (3) fish bite and, in particular shark bite, at underwater cables, towed arrays, and other critical underwater equipment and gear, (4) the environmental impact of naval and industrial activities in the oceans. Of what I hear, present research on these issues is in dire need of the results forthcoming from my basic research.

TRANSITIONS

Because of my physics and engineering oriented approaches, all the results are expressed in a language rendering them directly available for naval and industrial implementation.

RELATED PROJECTS

The present project has not only yielded exciting new findings of its own, but by its nature also makes good use of all concurrent and earlier studies relevant to the monograph. In particular, my present studies on the electric sense of sharks and rays are highly relevant. The objective of those studies is to arrive at a model of the receptor system and to study how the animals can detect dc nV/cm electric fields given the inherent noise limitations.
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Figure 1

Examples of multipole fields and approach paths of predators guided by the electric, the acceleration, and or the velocity field of their prey, relying on the electric sense and the inertial sense organs of the inner ear respectively, made with the author's multipole and approach-algorithm programs. Box a, b, and c, dipole source; d, e, and f, combination of monopole, dipole and quadrupole source. Top, middle, and bottom rows, approaches from different directions. From Kalmijn, reference #3.